
 

AFTERCARE INFORMATION  

Proper care following your treatment is necessary to achieve the best results .  

EYEBROWS 
Please remember that the colour is up to 30-50% DARKER immediately after the treatment .  
It will start to become lighter after four to seven days .  
The true healed colour will not come through until approximately four to six weeks after the initial treatment .  
During the healing process, when the little scabs will start to fall off, the eyebrows will look patchy and uneven and the colour may 
seem to have disappeared as it is obscured by the healing layers of skin .  
Under no circumstances should you have any further permanent cosmetics work undertaken before this four to six weeks period .  
Ice packs protected with a cloth may be applied as necessary if swelling occurs .  

LIP BLUSH  
If you have had a lip treatment and suffer with cold sores presently (or at any time in the past), we suggest the use of anti - herpes 
medication which can be obtained from your doctor or over the counter at your chemist (before, during healing and after for 5days). 
Lip blush heals quicker that eyebrows, were they will also get dry and chapped, but usually gone by day 5. 
Lip tattoo needs to be cleaned every hour for the first day, to avoid fluids to sit on the lips and create more scabs.  
This can be done by wetting a cotton round, pat the areas and dry with a clean tissue.  

DAILY AFTERCARE ROUTINE  

Try to don't wet the area until the skin has fully healed. 
Apply the balm provided only if the area gets visibly dry, oilier skin will hardly need any balm at all. 
Please remember the pigment sits very superficially in the skin, therefore easily flushed out with water, balm, sebum and sweat 
until the wound has fully healed (2 weeks after procedure)  
Keep hair away to prevent any infection. If the area gets wet , gently pat dry using clean lint - free tissue. Do not rub.  
You may experience the following for two to five days after the treatment :  
Tenderness, flaking, scabbing, peeling, dryness and itchiness in the treated area, swelling and redness. 

LONG TERM CARE  

Permanent cosmetics are a low maintenance treatment , not a no - maintenance treatment .  
In order to keep your permanent cosmetics in perfect condition it may be necessary to have a maintenance procedure around every 12 
to 18 months , though this will vary for each individual. To avoid pigment fade for as long as possible , avoid excessive exposure to the 
sun or UV rays. Take care when using moisturisers and other skin products which contain glycolic or fruity acids as these can fade 
permanent make - up . If you are planning an MRI scan , chemical peel or any other similar procedures please inform your practitioner 
that you have had permanent cosmetics . You may not be eligible to give blood for four months post - procedure . If you are planning 
having anti -ageing injectables or cosmetic surgery , remember these procedures can alter the shape of your lips and eyebrows . Laser 
hair removal can fade and change the shade of your lip or brow procedure , always advise the laser technician you are wearing 
permanent cosmetics and they can act accordingly  

-IMPORTANT " DO NOTS "  

Some itching is normal. Do not pick , peel or scratch the treated area . This may result in the colour healing unevenly and you could 
also risk scarring and infection. Allow the wound to flake on its own.  
Do not apply make - up on the treated area until healed (around is fine). 
Do not expose the healing skin to extreme heat , cold or moisture for two weeks following your treatment .  
Do not take part in any strenuous activity which could result in perspiration. 
If you have had a lip treatment , you should also avoid eating spicy and salty foods , drink liquids through a straw , refrain from kissing. 



TOP UPS: 

•A TOP UP IS RECOMMENDED TO RECTIFY ANY IRREGULARITIES CAUSED BY THE HEALING 
PROCESS, THIS NEEDS TO BE DONE BETWEEN 4 to 8 WEEKS AFTER THE FIRST SESSION 
(INCLUDED). 
•TOP UPS BETWEEN 2 to 10 MONTHS AFTER THE FIRST SESSION ARE PRICES AT £100. 
•A YEARLY COLOUR BOOST TOP UP IS RECOMMENDED, AND NEEDS TO BE DONE 
BETWEEN 10-18 MONTHS AFTER THE FIRST SESSION. 
THIS IS PRICED AT £150.


